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NORDIC COMBINED IN VAL DI FIEMME
WORLD CUP SERIES TO... FLY IN ITALY

Val di Fiemme to house the World Cup circuit from 13 to 15 January 2017
Races plus side events for three days in a row
Both the SJ and the XC stadium ready to host the competitions
Season to start in a month in Ruka (Finland)


Italy's Val di Fiemme prepares itself for a new brilliant season of Nordic sports. In January 2017, the alpine valley will be housing the FIS Nordic Combined World Cup (from Friday 13 to Sunday 15) and the best skiers of the series will be once again flying high in the Italian sky. The Ski Jumping stadium and the Cross Country arena only wait for some snow to fall and the scene will be perfectly set for the 3-day long event in less than three months.
The FIS Nordic Combined World Cup will kick off in Ruka (FIN) at the end of next month (26-27 Nov) and move to Lillehammer (NOR), Ramsau (AUT) and Lahti (FIN) before landing as said in Val di Fiemme in mid-January where the NK specialists will get on track in two Gundersen events plus a Team Sprint race, the only one in the entire World Cup season.
Last weekend, the Italian valley hosted the Italian summer championships and team leader Alessandro Pittin won the title ahead of Armin Bauer and Lukas Runggaldier.
Several side events are also scheduled during the Nordic Combined long weekend such as 'Jump in the Breakfast' for everyone who will enjoy coffee, cappuccino and croissants side-by-side with the champions.
The Nordic Ski Fiemme OC cannot wait to once again jump on track along with World's best athletes next January. During the weekend before the Nordic Combined races, Val di Fiemme will be staging the FIS Tour de Ski finals for the 11th time in history. 
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com



